Abstract:In this paper, Volterra -nonlinear quadratic integral equation (V-NQIE) 
I. Introduction
There have been dramatic developments in integral equations during the last century. This isdue to its linear and nonlinear applications in numerous diverse fields, such as; processes engineering, contact problems,theory of elasticity, potential theory, mathematical physics problems, biology, chemistry, mixed problems and in solving the most of boundary value problems in ordinary and partial differential equations, [1]- [8] .
Many researchers have interested in quadratic integral equations. Quadratic integral equations have been applied to improve real-life problems. It have played an important role in modeling the theory of traffic theory, neutron transport, modeling of radiative transfer, kinetic theory of gases, queuing theory and many others phenomena, [9] - [15] .
Recently, several studies have been focused on the effective properties of quadratic integral equations; the existence of solutions for several classes, uniqueness, monotonic and positive solutions. The measure of non-compactness, the theory of compact operators and the Banach contraction fixed-point theorem have all utilized the major mission of the existence theory for integral equations [16] - [21] . Some numerical and analytical methods can be applied to estimate the solutions of the quadratic integral equations. However, ADM is the most common method used to obtain numerical solutions for quadratic integral equations, [22] - [27] , beside some other usefulnumerical methods, [28] and [34] .
AssumeV-NQIE as the following formula , = , + , , 0 + , γ , , ,
, 1.1
In (1.1) the functions , , , and γ , , , , are known continuous nonlinear functions. The kernels , , , , , , and the function , are known linear continuous functions,while , is unknown, will be determined.
In the current paper, the V-NQIE of the second kind with continuous kernels in two-dimensions is considered. Fixed-point theorem is used to prove the existence of a unique solution of V-NQIE. A suitable numerical method is used to transfer this equation to aSNQIEs of the second kind. MADM and MSR are used, to obtain the numerical solution of the SV-NQIEs. In the remainder of this work. Many applications are treated; Maple18 software is used to obtain the numerical results and the estimated errors. Finally, the conclusion is included a comparison between the numerical solutions of the two methods and their respective errors.
II. The existence of a unique solution of V-NQIE
In order to proof the existence of a unique solution of (1.1), we assume the following conditions: (i) The given function , with its partial derivatives with respect to position and time belong to 0,1 × 0, , and its norm is defined by:
(ii) The kernels of position , , , 
where Proof:To prove the theorem, we must prove that the integral operator (2.1) is bounded and continuous. For this, in view of the formulas (2.1) and (2.2), we have 
From (2.7), we see that the operator ℋ is continuous in the space 0,1 × 0, . Moreover, ℋ is a contraction operator under the condition < μ . So, from Banach fixed point theorem, ℋ has a unique fixed point which is, of course, the unique solution of (1.1). 
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III. Nonlinear system of quadratic integral equations (NSQIEs)
In this section, a numerical method is used inV-NQIE (1.1) to obtain a NSQIEs,(see [7] and [8] ). If we divide the interval [0, ] into subintervals, by means of the points: 0 = 0 < 1 < ⋯ < = , where = , = , , = 0,1,2, … , , then use the quadrature formula, the time integral terms of (1.1) becomes 
.
3.2
We used the following notations
3) and arethe weights
The formula (3.2) representsaNSQIEs of the second kind.where ℎ is the step-size of integration.
Definition 1: The error of using quadratic method in (3.2) can be determine by 
IV. The Modified Adomian Decomposition Method
ADMis a semi-analytical method, it has been proven as a powerful and reliable scheme for solving a variety of linear and nonlinear problems; integral equations, boundary value problems, ordinary or partial differential equations, algebraic equations, and so on, [16] and [17] . The ADM involves separating the equation into linear and nonlinear portions. The nonlinear portion is decomposed into a series of Adomian polynomials. ADMincludes generating the solution in the form of a series which terms are determined by a recurrence relationship using the Adomian polynomials. so, the solution can be determined by calculation of the Adomian polynomials which allow for solution convergence of the nonlinear portion of the equation, without simply linearizing the system. One can admit that it is practically difficult to find the exact sum of an Adomian series. Indeed, we only able to calculate a finite terms of the series. On the other hand, the Adomian series is quickly convergent and a truncation error can be easily calculated. In many researches, Fixed-point theorem was used to prove theADMconvergence,more than that the convergence was ensured with weak hypothesis.In the references [20] [21] [22] [23] , and so on … . The determination of ,0 and ,1 leads to the determination of ,1 , ,1 that will allows us to determine ,2 , and so on. This in turn will lead to the complete determination of the components of ,i , ≥ 1 , upon using the second part of (4.8). The series solution follows immediately after using (4.1). The applications of (4.8) aremore useful when the kernels arethe exponential or periodic functions, the obtained series converges to an exact 
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V. Modified Simpson's quadrature rule
In this section, NSQIEs (3.2) is approximated by using Modified Simpson's quadrature rule formula, (see [31] and [32] 
6.1
The exact solution is , = . Table 1 
6.3
The exact solution is , = sin ( /2) . Table 2 
6.5
The exact solution is , = ln + 1 . 
VII. Conclusions
1-In the current research, a V-NQIE of the second kind with continuous kernels is considered. Banach FixedPoint Theorem has been used to prove the existence of a unique solution of V-NQIE. Using quadratic numerical method,SNIEs of the second kind has been obtained. Then,MADMhasbeen used to solve this system. The MSR has been applied on the system to obtain a NAS. Finally, some examples are solved to obtain numerical results. 
